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Abstract

Autonomous docking using underwater vehicles will play an important role in long-term underwater explorations and surveys. The autonomous docking mission for an autonomous underwater vehicle at a stationary platform involves a vehicle and a platform matching both position, orientation and velocity. The docking missions therefore require intelligent control systems for precise and soft operations. A study of the sliding mode control and the fuzzy logic controller is proposed which provides stability and robustness which bounds uncertainty and external disturbances such as ocean currents. A proposed fuzzy logic based sliding mode controller can improve control performances in docking operations. Furthermore, the optimisation of the controllers using genetic algorithms determines best candidate fuzzy sets to minimise docking time and energy consumption.
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Introduction

Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) and Unmanned Underwater Vehicles are useful for many underwater operations such as collecting biological and mineral resources, however there are some limitations for those vehicles during long-term operations and at high operational costs. Consequently an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) which is able to make decisions and take control actions more accurately and reliably [2] without human intervention is an alternative to humans in complex operations. Examples of such operations are seabed mapping and surveying, studying underwater environment and disasters, underwater inspections and constructions, and under ice explorations [8]. Motion control for AUVs has been a subject of research since 1980s [6], [21], [23]. In the underwater environment, there are hydrodynamics affects which influences the vehicle and thruster dynamics. These are nonlinear which makes controlling the AUVs challenging. To deal with this challenging control problem, Yoerger and Slotine [21] used a robust sliding mode control, where a nonlinear control system design was applied to underwater vehicles’ trajectory control at low speed. Fossen and Foss [5] improved the performance of a sliding mode control of a nonlinear system by using multi-input multi-output mode which is illustrated by the simulation of a polymerization reactor (in the process control). Healey and Lienard [10] used a multivariable sliding mode control for underwater vehicles and combine its equations of motion for three separate autopilot modes of speed, steering and diving control. It is shown in these articles that the sliding mode controller is robust and that it can compensate for the deficiencies caused by unmodelled dynamics and external disturbances.

In a docking missions survey, Kato and Endo [12] have presented a concept of docking guidance and control for unmanned submersibles at stationary platform by using fuzzy algorithms. This is processed as: rough guidance based on fuzzy algorithms provides prearrangement of the vehicle to the docking target and precise guidance based on sonar and transponders give a precise distance and target disposition. Position, depth and speed controllers based on fuzzy logic rules for underwater vehicles in a docking mission to a moving or stationary target submarine are used successfully by Rae et al. [13], [15]. For a moving target, an AUV may therefore be sluggish in response due to its inherent inertia caused from for example underwater currents.

There are many issues in the field of docking mission in the control aspect. The purpose of the paper is to combine a robustness of motion control for an AUV using a sliding mode control and an improvement of its control performances using an integration of fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms, giving a soft (small relative motion), minimised time and energy consumption in the application of underwater docking.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, an overview of an autonomous servicing is given. Section 3 provides a dynamics model of 6-DOF AUV. The sliding mode controller is given in Section 4. Intelligent controls for docking control are discussed in Section 5. Conclusion and further works are given in the final section.

Autonomous Docking

The problem of guidance, navigation and positional control of AUVs requires research to find the own vehicle kinematic and dynamic states, for example, position and velocity in an
unknown environment. Navigational information comes from inertial sensors, sonar, and on the surface global positioning system (GPS), etc. Autonomous docking for underwater vehicles at docking platform involves an estimate of the kinematic state of the vehicle and the platform, matching both position, orientation and velocity. The improvement of actuators and sensors, and the development of novel control methods are two possible recent advances to be considered by the guidance and control community. They are convinced that docking missions can be achieved with accuracy [4]. At present, docking missions are mainly controlled by a human pilot with ROVs. The presence of pilots therefore is required to accomplish the missions. To increase the scope of potential long-term application, autonomous docking missions for AUVs are required in order to reducing missions’ time (recharging battery or transferring data) and manned operational cost.

The typical framework of guidance, navigation and control system [4] for underwater vehicles allow autonomous services for docking station or other vehicles (see Figure 1). AUVs equipped with sensors measuring its own position and orientation determines the control actions required to achieve these desired states. The classical control theory allows the analytical model of control systems, however it is insufficient for the dynamic model of AUVs which is highly nonlinear and has a high complexity of input-output description. Underwater docking missions therefore require intelligent control systems for soft and precise operations. One of the candidate solution techniques for nonlinear controls is a fuzzy logic based guidance and navigation [3] which is to provide small relative velocities.

Three modes of fuzzy control are speed, heading and depth control. The use of sliding mode control provides the global asymptotic stability using the Lyapunov criterias which bounds uncertainty and external disturbances. A combination of fuzzy controller and sliding mode control can improve control performances in docking operations. Furthermore genetic algorithms will be studied, the methods perform the optimisation of the fuzzy controller by finding the best candidate fuzzy sets of the membership functions, to optimise docking time and energy consumption.

**Model of the Dynamics of an AUV**

The system dynamics of AUVs are highly nonlinear, coupled and time varying which comes from many parameters, such as hydrodynamic drag, damping and lift forces, Coriolis and centripetal forces, gravity and buoyancy forces and forces from thrusters [4]. Attitude representation of our kinematic AUV model in the global reference frame is defined using Euler angles. The kinematic equation is thus written as,

$$\eta = J(\eta)V = \begin{bmatrix} J_1(\eta) & 0_{3\times3} \\ 0_{3\times3} & J_2(\eta) \end{bmatrix} V$$

(1)

The vector $\eta$ and $V$ are defined as,

$$\eta = \begin{bmatrix} x \\ \Theta \end{bmatrix}, \quad V = \begin{bmatrix} v \\ \omega \end{bmatrix}$$

(2)

where $x = [x, y, z]^T$ is the position vector in the x-y-z coordinates, $\Theta = [\phi, \theta, \psi]^T$ is the vector of Euler angles parameters, $v = [u, v, w]^T$ and $\omega = [p, q, r]^T$ are linear and angular velocities in the x-y-z coordinates (see Figure 2).

The 6-DOF dynamic model of the AUV is derived from the Newton-Euler equation of motion of a rigid body in the fluid. The dynamic model is given by,

$$M\ddot{V} + C(V)V + D(V)V + g(\eta) = \tau$$

(5)
where $M$ is an AUV inertia matrix (including added mass), $C(V)$ is the matrix of Coriolis and centripetal terms (including added mass effects), $D(V)$ is a hydrodynamic damping and lift matrix of the AUV, $g(\eta)$ is the gravitational and buoyancy force and moment vectors, and $\tau$ is an external force and moment input.

**Sliding Mode Control**

Many studies have been undertaken in order to correct errors in attitude control including [1], [16]. Most stability schemes are formulated based on the Lyapunov method which provides ranges of positive stable gains for control law. Sliding mode control (SMC) which is a nonlinear controller provides excellent stability, robustness and disturbance rejection characteristics [14], [17]. It is categorised as a variable structure control system [11] which has been studied in the Soviet Union for many years. Consider the state space of a nonlinear system,

$$\dot{x} = Ax + Bu$$

where $x$ is the state vector,

$$x = \begin{bmatrix} x & \dot{x} & \ldots & x^{n-1} \end{bmatrix}^T$$

Let $\bar{x} = x - x_d$ be the tracking error in the variable $x$, and,

$$\bar{x} = [x - x_d]$$

where $\bar{x}$ is tracking error vector and $x_d$ is desired trajectory. Next, a time-varying sliding surface $s$ is defined as the error $\bar{x}$,

$$s = S^T \bar{x} = S^T (x - x_d)$$

where $S$ is a strictly positive constant. Then, the sliding surface converges to zero when it satisfies the Lyapunov stability as follows,

$$V = \frac{1}{2} s^T s$$

and its derivative must satisfy,

$$\dot{V} = \dot{s}^T s \leq 0$$

The condition when sliding surface $s(x) = 0$ and $\dot{s}(x) = 0$ is reached in a finite time if,

$$\dot{s} \leq -k \text{sgn}(s)$$

where $k$ is a strictly positive constant and $\text{sgn}(s)$ is a signum function which is defined as,

$$\text{sgn}(s) = \begin{cases} -1, & \text{if } s < 0; \\ 0, & \text{if } s = 0; \\ 1, & \text{if } s > 0 \end{cases}$$

From equation (6), (8) and the control is assumed to be set point control with $x_d = 0$, then the control inputs can be obtained as,

$$u = -(S^T B)^{-1} S^T A x - (S^T B)^{-1} k^2 \text{sgn}(s)$$

The sliding mode controller structure is generally given,

$$u = u_{eq} - K \text{sgn}(s)$$

where $u_{eq}$ is an equivalent control. $K$ is a constant, corresponding to the maximum value of the controller output.

Reducing chattering which is caused by a sign function, a thin boundary layer of thickness around the switching surface is proposed [14],

$$u = u_{eq} - K \text{sat}(\frac{s}{\Phi})$$

where the constant $\Phi$ defines the thickness of the boundary layer and $\text{sat}(\frac{s}{\Phi})$ is a saturation function that is defined as,

$$\text{sat}(s) = \begin{cases} \frac{s}{\Phi}, & \text{if } \left| \frac{s}{\Phi} \right| \leq 1; \\ \text{sgn}(\frac{s}{\Phi}), & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

A hyperbolic tangent function gives a smoother version [18] so it becomes,

$$u = u_{eq} - K \text{tanh}(\frac{s}{\Phi})$$

The role of the sliding mode controller is to drive the system towards the sliding surface and keep it on the sliding surface. The sliding mode control is therefore able to improve a capability to track the desired state of the AUV modelling. In the next section, an expert control using fuzzy logic and genetic algorithm is discussed in order to improve docking performances.

**Intelligent Control**

Although conventional controls are successful for control of nonlinear system, the drawback of performance and stability due to unmodelled nonlinear terms has to be considered. Many methods combine the robustness of SMC [9], the intelligence of fuzzy logic based control [11], [22] and genetic algorithms based control [20].

Fuzzy logic is an intelligent controller which can deal with uncertainty and is able to construct a complex control system. Unlike classical controls, fuzzy logic controllers can be developed in a linguistic information manner without the use of analytical models. The operations in fuzzy logic (see Figure 3) can be described in three sequences called fuzzification, fuzzy inference and defuzzification. Fuzzification converts input data into linguistic variables that may be viewed as labels of fuzzy sets. The fuzzy set is defined as,

$$A = \{ x, \mu_A(x) \mid x \in X \}$$

where $\mu_A(x)$ is called the membership function of the fuzzy variables.
A list of rules which is normally expresses in the $i^{th}$ IF-THEN format is given as following,

$$R^i : \text{IF } x_1 \text{ is } A_1^i \text{ AND/} OR \text{ x}_2 \text{ is } A_2^i \ldots \text{x}_n \text{ is } A_n^i \text{ THEN } y_1 \text{ is } B_1^i$$

where $x_i$ and $y_j$ are linguistic variables and $A_n^i$, $B_n^i$ are fuzzy sets. Inference engine evaluates IF-THEN rules expression, whilst a defuzzification converts fuzzy values into result outputs.

The vehicle control model takes control actions to the AUV’s thrusters and fins to reach a docking point with appropriate speed. There are three control modes, namely speed, heading and depth control in the docking operation using a fuzzy control logic controller described as follows:

**Speed Control**

Fuzzy logic speed control block diagram is shown in Figure 4. The input fuzzy sets for each variable are: Distance: {Very Far, Far, Near, Zero}, AUV-Speed: {Fast, Normal, Slow}, and the output sets of one variable: Thruster-RPM: {Fast, Zero, Slow}.

**Heading Control**

Fuzzy logic heading control block diagram is shown in Figure 5. The input fuzzy sets for each variable are: Yaw-Error: {Large Negative, Small Negative, Zero, Small Positive, Large Positive}, Yaw-Rate: {Negative, Normal, Positive} and the output sets of one variable: Rudder-Angle: {Large Negative, Small Negative, Zero, Small Positive, Large Positive}.

**Depth Control**

Fuzzy logic depth control block diagram is shown in Figure 6. The input fuzzy sets for each variable are: Yaw-Error Yaw-Rate Rudder-Angle Pitch-Error: {Large Negative, Small Negative, Zero, Small Positive, Large Positive}, Pitch-Rate: {Negative, Normal, Positive} and the output sets of one variable: Hydroplane-Angle: {Large Negative, Small Negative, Zero, Small Positive, Large Positive}.

The data base of fuzzy rules which are generated from fuzzy logic control is useful for evaluating for best solution for the soft docking by Genetic Algorithms (GAs) tool. Holland et al. [19], [7] at the University of Michigan have developed GAs which are search algorithms based on the mechanism of nature selection and genes. The genetic algorithms are used as a tool for solving optimisation problems. Figure 7 shows genetic algorithms tool.

By giving the limits of fuzzy sets and an initial population of the string, the method generates randomly strings for each of the limits. Then, the representation of the membership function is formed and calculated the merit of solutions that achieve the desired optimisation goal as known as a fitness function. If it is not the case, the reproduction operator generates many new strings with highest fitness. The next step which is called crossover operator randomly exchanges components to generate new offsprings which are reserved some features from parents. The mutation operator is finally applied to produce a close identical copy with some altered components of the strings. The loop continues by creating successive new generations and ends when some threshold (e.g. maximum fitness, average fitness or number of generations) is achieved. GAs tool can provide an effective way to evaluate the merit of each solution. This allows a reduction of control output workload. The rate of speed, heading and depth changes smoothly during a docking mission resulting in a minimised energy consumption.
Conclusion and Further works

In this paper, the fuzzy sliding mode controller based on GAs for autonomous docking of an AUV has been studied. First, the sliding mode controller is introduced for a robustness of vehicle state tracking. Secondly, a fuzzy logic based the GAs is developed. Three modes of the fuzzy logic control based GAs are then combined with the sliding mode control to provide accurate, robust control and optimum design of the docking mission. Further studies and simulation are being conducted and are underway to extend results to hardware implementation.
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